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by Kimberly Goodwin
Fuzzy Bear`s Amore` OSD
Open Stunt Dog
Dino, AKA Fuzzy Bear`s Amore`, is a blessing. He is the dog who got me into the dog sport world. Without him and
his breeder, I would have never of known of all this amazing things you can do with your dogs.
Dino has never let me down and is so willing to work for me. He may be pushing 200 lbs, but that doesn`t stop him.
Sometimes we have to get a bit creative, but he will do anything.
Stunt dog was a new adventure for us. I had never done it before. This program requires the dog to perform 15
Novice tricks before they can even move on to the actual stunt dog program. Dino, already having his Trick Elite
Performer, blew these tricks out in no time. Next came, learning the stunt dog routine and working on distance.
Stunt dog requires a very specific routine and stunts to be done. Of course, you can add in some jazz and personalize it more. You have to pass each item in order to achieve the title. Dino and I worked on it for about a week before I knew he was ready. 12 Intermediate tricks required before going for the Stunt Dog
He did amazing and loved performing for our virtual "audience". This has to be done live. Due to Covid still affecting day to day life, we were able to have it judged via Facebook. Though we still did it as though an in person audience was there, which he would have loved even more.
This title was a lot of fun and required some different things I had never thought of teaching. I am so blessed to
have such a biddable dog who loves to work for me.
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